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Minutes of the Meeting of Cowes Harbour Commission held at Royal  

Ocean Racing Club, Cowes on Friday 23 July 2021  

    

Present:    David Riley – Chairman (DR)    

Vanessa Clifford – Deputy Chairman (VC)    

James Evans (JE)    

Steve Sheridan (SS)    

Phil Hagen (PH)    

Clive Blount (CB)    

Ra Hennessy (RH)   

Fiona Fitzherbert-Brockholes (FF-B)    

Gary Hall Chief Executive (GH)    

In Attendance:    Harbour Master Ed Walker (EW)    

Finance Officer Theresa Dunford (TD)   

PR & Marketing Manager Simon Spilsbury (SSp) 

   
1. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST    

Declarations of Interest and Declarations of Related Party Transactions for Cowes Harbour 

Commissioners are documented in the CHC Interest Records and on the CHC website.    

    

2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE    

Apologies were received from Jason Losty. 

    

3. MINUTES OF THE JUNE MEETING    

The Minutes of the meeting held on Friday, 25 June 2021 having been sent out it was resolved 

that they be signed as a true and complete record of business transacted.    

    

4. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES    

GH reported that a number of matters arising would be covered in the agenda for this meeting 

with the exception of the following: -     

 

Action: GH has discussed this with Red Funnel and received feedback – completed. 

Action: WhatsApp group – this is now up and running – completed.   

   

5. SAFETY    

a) Harbour Master’s Report – The Harbour Master’s Monthly Statutory Report for July 2021 was 

circulated with the papers for the meeting and was fully considered by the Board.  EW highlighted the 

following:   

   

Personnel -  Steve Spilsbury, the new PR and Marketing Manager was introduced to the Board 

and an acceptance of an offer for Deputy Harbour Master position has been received. The 

successful applicant will start on 13 September. 
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Incidents: - The change of reporting took place in March 2021.  The table of information is slightly 

different, but it is intended to be able to have a more detailed report in the future.  Speeding and 

wash infringement remain the largest incidents plus a number of propulsion failures which would 

lend itself to lack of maintenance over the last twelve months.   

 

Enforcement and Prosecution:  The skipper of a rib which cut across the Red Funnel ferry has 

been fined £6,000 under the Merchant Shipping Act following the hearing at Newport Crown Court.  

The MCA led the prosecution, but the Marine Police will be publicising the story to enforce the 

message that this type of behaviour is not acceptable, as will CHC. 

 

Cruise ships – The Golden Horizon has visited twice and is due back for Cowes Week. The 

Hebridean Sky has also visited and other enquiries have been received although the cruising 

industry is currently changing rapidly. 

   

b) Safety Topic – Event Notification 

 

EW talked through the Safety Topic as set out in his report relating to event notifications and the 

importance of why both the harbour users and the yacht clubs need to promulgate the correct 

information to ensure that starts etc are announced when they are happening, as well as in the 

notifications that go out 24 hours before. This avoids any issues and in response to a query EW 

confirmed that all events are included. 

   

   

6. CEO & MARINE SERVICES REPORT    

      

The Chief Executive’s & Marine Services Monthly Report for July 2021 was circulated with the papers 

for the meeting and was fully considered by the Board.  GH highlighted the following:  

   

 Cowes Harbour Fuels – the refurbishment of Top Up has now finished and is back in the water so 

the operating hours are back to the normal 9-5pm.  It took longer than anticipated as the boat 

needed substantial repairs but given the investment which has now been put in, it is expected to 

provide good service for a good number of years. Diesel sales have been very strong, up by 50% 

and petrol sales are on budget. 

 

 Moorings – These are still going well with occupancy rates at a high level.  Event moorings have 

been deployed for Cowes Classics Week and the Afloat team have been kept busy with this and 

external contracts.  The QED Tidal Research project has also been completed. 

 

Shepards Marina – The Marina was completely full for Round the Island and current capacity for 

Cowes Week is 82% despite rumours circulating that it is full.  This is being addressed as it was 

largely to do with the highly sought-after moorings not being available rather than none being 

available.  

 

Sugar Store – After a slow start, the Sugar Store is now very busy and will run throughout Cowes 

Week up to a capacity.  This capacity will be determined by what the operator is comfortable with 

and will then close the gates, rather than allowing everyone in and having too many people on 

site.   

 

Tenants – this is at 83% occupancy. 
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Boatyard – The Boatyard is still busy with Spruce Up, Special and Summer Scrub offers but lifting 

and lift-out is starting to tail off so the team will now turn their attention to site maintenance.   

  

7. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT – JUNE 2021    

   

The Commissioners noted the financial management report for June 2021 had been considered in 

detail in the ‘In Committee’ section of the meeting. The Commissioners noted that the accounts as 

presented in the management report had been in order and agreed.  

   

8. ENVIRONMENT/SUSTAINABILITY  

   

FF-B reported to the Board that she continues to have many conversations locally and is now part of the 

British Ports Environment Sustainability Group.  The new Sustainability Officer for this group has been 

asked to focus on Trust Boards so that information can be more easily shared.  This will enable Boards 

to work together on things like bulk purchasing and facilitate different approaches that can be taken.    

 

Seagrass Projects around the Solent are doing really well and receiving a substantial amount of national 

press attention.  The salt marshes are very special and the seagrass is thriving in Osborne Bay so these 

are very positive stories.   

 

GH confirmed that Aqua Superpower will be visiting shortly with a view to installing a charging unit.  

The location will need to be decided but the charging unit and installation will be free of charge in 

return for a twenty-year agreement.  Further details are to be explored at the meeting so we can get 

a full understanding of what they are offering.   

  

9. KINGSTON DEVELOPMENT    

   

a) Options Appraisal 

 

GH reported that the Options Appraisal was circulated to SS, FF-B and CB and a meeting has been 

arranged to discuss this next week.  The options appraisal has used industry-based costings that have a 

Covid calculation added to them. Their recommendation is that a QS should be appointed to gain more 

accurate costs.  Once accurate costs are available, decisions can be made on what is affordable and 

what the approach should be i.e. full scheme or staged approach or something different.   

 

 

10. ANY OTHER BUSINESS   

    

DR asked for views on whether the September meeting should be held back in the Harbour office, which 

is the current intention, and all agreed with this. 

  

As there was no further business the Chairman formally closed the meeting at 1115.    

    

Date of next meeting:  Friday 24th September 2021    

   

  


